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1.

Background and goals

What is the class of syntactic environments that allow ATB extraction? In his seminal
treatment of this topic, Ross (1967, §4.2.4) took ATB extraction to be the outcome of a rule
that circumvented the Coordinate Structure Constraint (see the quote below). Given that the
CSC is (obviously) a constraint on coordinate structures, Ross effectively restricted ATB
extraction to coordinate structures.
“There is an important class of rules to which [the CSC] does not apply. These
are rule schemata which move a constituent out of all the conjuncts of a coordinate structure. [. . . ] We propose a rule of Conjunction Reduction which
Chomsky-adjoins to the right or left of the coordinate node a copy of some
constituent which occurs in all conjuncts, and then deletes the original nodes.”
As the quotes below illustrate, Ross’s generalization has been widely accepted as descriptively correct (this is only a selection: see also Schachter 1977, Johannessen 1998, Citko
2003, 2005, Goodall 2009, Chaves 2007, 2012, and others). As far as I am aware, the only
people who have explicitly argued that ATB extraction can happen in the absence of a coordinate structure are those that seek to treat parasitic gaps as a special case of ATB extraction
(i.a., Haı̈k 1985, Williams 1990). This is a line of analysis that I am going to ignore here,
given that there exist a number of asymmetries between ATB extractions and parasitic gaps
that make a unified analysis, if not impossible, at least far from obvious (Postal 1993, 1998,
Nissenbaum 2000, Niinuma 2010, and references).
“If a rule applies into a coordinate structure, then it must affect all conjuncts
of that structure.”
[Williams 1977, 419]
∗ Apart from NELS 46, this material has been presented at the VII Encuentro de Gramática Generativa
in Buenos Aires and the Leiden University syntax colloquium series. I am grateful to the audiences in these
venues for their sharp questions and observations. I have also benefitted from long discussions with Matt
Barros and Craig Thiersch. All remaining errors and shortcomings are nobody’s fault but mine.
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“ATB is only possible if the conjunction is analyzed as a coordinating conjunction in the structure in question”
[Huybregts & van Riemsdijk 1985, 173]
“ATB extractions are, of course, a special case of coordinate structures.”
[Postal 1993, 735]
“Informally, ATB extraction is the phenomenon where the same element is
extracted from both conjuncts simultaneously.”
[de Vos 2005, 21]
“Across-the-board wh- movement [. . . ] involves simultaneous movement of a
single wh- phrase from two (or more) conjuncts.”
[Citko 2006, 225]
“Across-the-board constructions are coordinate constructions in which each
conjunct contains a gap.”
[Zhang 2010, 222]
“ATB is only attested in coordinate structures.”

[Weisser 2014, 184]

“Coordination is certainly an important factor.”

[de Vries to appear, 1]

But the idea that ATB extraction is restricted to coordinate environments is a theoretically
awkward one, in the sense that it is difficult (if not outright impossible) to implement in
current mainstream models. It was possible to do so in an Aspects-like framework like the
one Ross was working with, where one could write a rule whose structural description made
explicit reference to things like the presence of a coordinate structure and the internal makeup of its conjuncts. This possibility is not available to those of us working with models
where movement is the outcome of some featural relation (Agree, feature checking, EPP
satisfaction. . . ) between the extractee and a higher head. As long as this relation obtains
and no islands intervene, movement (including ATB extraction) should be possible.
Citko’s (2003, 2005) analysis, which I follow here, is noteworthy in that it implicitly
acknowledges this limitation by defining licensing conditions on ATB extraction that make
no direct reference to coordinate structures. Her proposal is that ATB extraction involves
a multidominant structure, which is known to conflict with the hypothesis that a successful linearization requires unambiguously determining the linear position of every terminal
relative to every other terminal (Kayne 1994, Nunes 2004, Fox & Pesetsky 2005). This requirement is easy to satisfy with non-multidominant trees (1), but not with multidominant
trees: in (2), the position of r relative to p and q cannot be uniquely established.
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Citko proposes that (2) can be salvaged by extracting r to a position external to A, so as to
provide it with an unambiguous linearization site. In other words, she proposes that ATB
extraction amounts to extraction of a multidominated constituent (5). This is an analysis
that derives a number of properties of the construction: at the very least, (i) the fact that
multiple gaps can be associated to a single filler; (ii) the non-existence of covert ATB
extraction (Bošković & Franks 2000); and (iii) the pervasive form identity effects on the
extractee (Dyla 1984, Huybregts & van Riemsdijk 1985, Kathol 2001, Fanselow 2002).
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(4) Who did [[Jack meet [AT B ]] and [Sally talk to [AT B ]]]?

(5)
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But again, note that nothing in Citko’s account makes reference to the presence of a coordinate structure. All we need for a successful ATB extraction (other than an appropriate
movement trigger) is the presence of a multidominated constituent, such that neither of
its mothers dominates the other. It follows from this that non-coordinate ATB extractions
ought to exist, contrary to what Ross (1967) and a vast majority of the subsequent literature assumes. The rest of this paper is an argument to the effect that this prediction is
correct. I present three classes of examples that, at first sight, look like parasitic gaps; then,
I show that, under closer scrutiny, they pattern together with canonical (coordinate) ATB
extractions, rather than canonical parasitic gaps. The overall conclusion, then, is that these
examples instantiate the non-coordinate ATB extractions we are looking for.
2.

Case #1: island-insensitive “parasitic gaps”

Kathol (2001, 321) provides (6), which he claims features a parasitic gap embedded inside
two relative clauses.1
(6) This is the book [that everyone [who reads [PG ]]] raves about [LG ].
The acceptability of (6) is remarkable, given that parasitic gaps are island-sensitive (Kayne
1983, Longobardi 1984). Example (7a) is unacceptable because the parasitic gap is contained in a subject island; in general, island-internal parasitic gaps are acceptable only if
there is an acceptable island-external parasitic gap that can act as their licensing gap (7b).
(7) a.
b.

* A person that I hang out with [LG ] [because [friends of [PG ]] are famous].
A person that I hang out with [LG ] [because [friends of [PG ]] admire [PG ]].

I propose that (6) and comparable examples are acceptable because they are not parasitic
gaps, as it might appear at first sight; rather, they are cases of non-coordinate ATB extraction fed by Right Node Raising. Arriving at this result requires discussing various aspects
of RNR. To begin with, I am going to follow McCawley (1982), Wilder (1999), Bachrach &
Katzir (2007, to appear), and references in taking RNR to be a type of multidominant structure (8)/(9), at least in a non-trivial amount of cases (Barros & Vicente 2011). The intuition
here is that, besides extraction (see above), the linearization conflict created by multidominant structures can also be resolved by linearizing the multidominated constituent (the right
node) at the right edge of the structure. Crucially, this is only a possibility if the right node
appears at the right edge of each relevant superconstituent.
(8) Jack bought [RNR ] and Sally drank beer.
1 Throughout

this article, I use [PG ], [LG ], [AT B ], [RNR ], and [LNR ], to mark the locations of,
respectively parasitic gaps, licensing gaps, gaps left by ATB extraction, and gaps left by Right and Left Node
Raising. I use [ ] whenever (for expository purposes) I don’t want to commit to the exact nature of a gap. In
all cases, the overt fillers of these gaps are underlined.
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This analysis of RNR has two notable properties that we can exploit. First, in the same way
as Citko’s analysis of ATB extraction, it is a means of ensuring a licit linearization of a
multidominant structure. It doesn’t make direct reference to the presence of a coordinate
structure, and so we expect to find cases of non-coordinate RNR. Many such examples
have, in fact, already been noted (Hudson 1976, Postal 1993, Phillips 1996).
(10) a. [Those who liked [RNR ]] outnumbered by two to one [those who disliked the
way in which the devaluation of the pound had been handled].
b. He was sitting [on the edge of [RNR ]] rather than [in the middle of the puddle].
c. The distance from [the top [RNR ]] to [the bottom of the precipice] is 500 feet.
d. Stone suggests that Nixon [knew of [RNR ]], although he didn’t [attempt to participate in US attempts to assassinate Fidel Castro].
Second, even though this analysis of RNR doesn’t require extraction of the right node,
nothing prevents it, provided that a suitable trigger exists. The resulting configuration (extraction of a multidominated constituent) is the same that Citko (2003, 2005) proposes for
ATB extraction, but with one important proviso: Bachrach & Katzir (2007, to appear) note
that, unlike regular ATB extraction, RNR-fed ATB extraction can cross islands contained
in the coordinate structure.2 Compare (11a) to (11b): here, extraction across the relative
clause boundary is possible only in (11a), where it takes place out of a right node (Sabbagh
2007 uses quantifier scope to make essentially the same point).
(11)

a.
b.

Which animals did Jack meet a man [who wrote [RNR ]] and Sally meet a
woman [who published a book about [AT B ]]?
* Which animals did Jack meet a man [who wrote a book about [AT B ] for
Fred] and Sally meet a woman [who published a book about [AT B ] with
Penguin]?

We can combine these two effects to produce a novel prediction, namely, that ATB extractions fed by non-coordinate RNR should exhibit the same kind of island-insensitivity
as (11a). I propose that (6) instantiates this pattern. Note that the gaps appear at the right
edges of both the larger relative clause and the main clause, as required, and that the corresponding RNR structure is acceptable (12).
2 For

the purposes of this paper, we need not worry about the cause of this effect: see Sabbagh (2007),
Bachrach & Katzir (2007, to appear), and Yatabe (2012)
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(12) Everyone who reads [RNR ] raves about Neal Stephenson’s debut novel.
Compare (12) to (13a), where RNR is illicit. I don’t have anything to say as to why (13a) is
deviant, but the fact that it is deviant correctly predicts that (13b) is also unacceptable: given
that it cannot be analyzed as an ATB extraction fed by RNR, it must instead be analyzed as
either a parasitic gap or a regular ATB extraction, both of which are island sensitive.
(13)

a.
b.

?? I introduced a man who reads [RNR ] to a woman who sells books about
Teddy Roosevelt.
* This is the president that I introduced a man who reads [RNR ] to a woman
who sells books about [AT B ].

The same reasoning can be applied to the German (14a) and Dutch (14a) counterparts of
(6), which are both ungrammatical (Kathol 2001). This status follows from the fact that the
OV order of embedded clauses in these languages independently blocks RNR. As such, we
are (as above) forced into a non-RNR-fed ATB extraction, which is island sensitive.3
(14)

a.

* Dies ist das Buch [welches, jeder
[der [ ] liest]] [ ] bewundert.
this is the book which everyone who
reads
admires

b.

* Dit is het boek [dat iedereen [die [ ] leest]] [ ] bewondert.
this is the book that everyone that
reads
admires

3 There is

one difficulty here (Riny Huybregts, p.c.): this reasoning (incorrectly) predicts that (ia) ought to
be grammatical, given that the extractee (a PP) can extrapose to the right of the verb, and extraposition can
feed RNR (I only provide German data; the Dutch data are analogous). Note that analogous coordinate ATB
extractions are grammatical (ib), making it difficult to ascribe the ungrammaticality of (ia) to a generalized
ban on ATB extraction of PPs.
(i)

a.

b.

* Dies ist etwas,
[womit
jeder,
[der rechnet [ ]]] zufrieden ist [ ].
this is something with.which everyone who counts
happy
is
“This is something that everyone who counts on is happy with”
Dies ist etwas
womit
jeder
rechnet [AT B ] und niemand zufrieden ist [AT B ].
this is something with.which everyone counts
and nobody happy
is
“This is something that everone counts on and nobody is happy with”

On the other hand, examples analogous to (ia) remain ungrammatical even when locality is not an issue
(Dennis Ott, p.c., contra the judgments in Kathol 2001, 320; again, the same pattern obtains for Dutch). This
is especially apparent in (ii), where glauben necessarily takes an an-complement; note also that (ii) features
an ohne-clause, which Kathol (2001) argues is a type of clause that otherwise allows this type of extraction.
Kathol (2001, 337), who shares the ungrammaticality of (ii), simply comments that “additional factors, presumably semantic in origin, often render constructions with shared PP arguments rather unacceptable even
when the same prepositional head is compatible with either predicate”. I have nothing insightful to add here.
(ii)

* Hans hat an Gott [ohne [ ] wirklich zu glauben] [ ] einen Brief geschrieben.
Hans has to God without
really to believe
a
letter written
“Hans has written a letter to God without really believing in him”

ATB extraction without coordination
3.
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Case #2: “parasitic gaps” in Dutch and German

Huybregts & van Riemsdijk (1985) discuss Dutch sentences like (15), as do Felix (1985)
and Kathol (2001) for German (16). Here, the movements of er and Hans seems to be
licensing parasitic gaps inside the zonder and anstatt clauses, respectively.
(15) Ik heb er [zonder [ ] over na te denken] [[ ] in] toegestemd.
I have it without
about to think
to agreed
“I have agreed to it without thinking about it”
(16) Lisa hat Hans [anstatt [ ] zu küssen] [ ] geohrfeigt.
Lisa has Hans instead
to kiss
slapped
“Lisa has slapped Hans instead of kissing him”
However, both Huybregts & van Riemsdijk and Kathol argue that these sentences have
properties that contraindicate a parasitic gap analysis (see also Yatabe 1993 and Postal
1994). First, the movement that creates the “licensing gap” is arguably A-movement, given
that it doesn’t create WCO violations ((17), Huybregts & van Riemsdijk 1985, 169) and it
feeds anaphoric binding ((18), Kathol 2001, 318).
(17) Hij heeft [dezei artikelen] [zonder zei te lezen] [ ] opgeborgen.
filed
he has these articles
without them to read
“He has filed these articles without reading them”
(18) Peter hat [die Gäste]i [ohne [ ] anzuschauen] einanderi [ ] vorgestellt.
Peter has the guests without
to.look.at
each.other
introduced.
“Peter has introduced the guests to each other without looking at them”
Additionally, these extractions have the form-identity effects characteristic of ATB extractions: in Dutch, the extractee has to be unifomly either an R-pronoun, selected by (over)
te denken and (in) toegestemd, or a D-pronoun, selected by bestuderen and geaccepteerd
(Huybregts & van Riemsdijk 1985, 172).
(19)

a.

b.

c.

Ik heb er [zonder [ ] over na te denken] [[ ] in] toegestemd.
about to think
to agreed
I have there without
“I have agreed to it without thinking about it”
Ik heb het [zonder [ ] te bestuderen] [ ] geaccepteerd.
to study
accepted.
I have it without
“I have accepted it without studying it”
* Ik heb { het / er } [zonder [ ] over na te denken] [ ] geaccepteerd.
I have it there without
about to think
accepted
“I have accepted it without thinking about it”
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d.

* Ik heb { het / er } [zonder [ ] te bestuderen] [[ ] in] togesteemd.
I have it there without
to study
to agreed.
“I have agreed to it without studying it”

The same pattern obtains in German with morphological case: unterstützen assigns structural accusative, and both geben and helfen assign dative (Kathol 2001, 327–328).
(20)

a.

b.

Karl hat seinem Kind [ohne [ ] Geld zu geben] [ ] helfen können.
money to give
help could
Karl has his.DAT child without
“Karl was able to help his child without giving him money”
* Karl hat { seinen / seinem } Kind [ohne [ ] Geld zu geben] [ ]
Karl has his.ACC his.DAT child without
money to give
unterstützen können.
support
could
“Karl was able to support his child without giving him money”

On the basis of these data,4 both Kathol and Huybregts & van Riemsdijk conclude that
neither Dutch nor German has true parasitic gaps. That said, the analyses they propose
are tantalizingly close to the one I propose here, even though they stop short of actually
4 Kathol

(2001, 329) provides an additional argument based on Williams’s (1990, 277) observation that
in English multiple questions, if one wh- phrase licenses a parasitic gap inside an adverbial clause, so must
the other (i). Kathol then reports that this restriction doesn’t hold for German, but this is only partially true:
the speakers I have consulted report that pronoun-gap combinations are acceptable only if it is the dative
argument that is realized as a pronoun. Dutch speakers report the same paradigm.
(i)

a.
b.
c.

(ii)

a.

b.
c.

(iii)

Which book do you wonder who Bill told [LG1 ] that Mary bought [LG2 ] before Sam persuaded [PG1 ] that Sally wanted [PG2 ].
* Which book do you wonder who Bill told [LG1 ] that Mary bought [LG2 ] before Sam persuaded [PG1 ] that Sally wanted it].
* Which book do you wonder who Bill told [LG1 ] that Mary bought [LG2 ] before Sam persuaded [him that Sally wanted [PG2 ].
Das Auto hat ihr Karl [anstatt [PG1 ] [PG2 ] zu schenken] [LG1 ] [LG2 ] teuer verkauft.
the car has her Karl instead
to give
costly sold
“Karl sold the car to her for a lot of money instead of giving it to her for free”
? Das Auto hat ihr Karl [anstatt [PG1 ] ihr zu schenken] [LG1 ] [LG2 ] teuer verkauft.
the car has her Karl instead
her to give
costly sold
* Das Auto hat ihr Karl [anstatt es [PG2 ] zu schenken] [LG1 ] [LG2 ] teuer verkauft.
the car has her Karl instead it
to give
costly sold

a.

Deze auto heeft Jan haar [in plaats van [PG1 ][PG2 ] te geven][LG1 ][LG2 ] duur verkocht.
this car has Jan her instead of
to give
costly sold

b.

? Deze auto heeft Jan haar [in plaats van [PG1 ] haar te geven] [LG1 ] [LG2 ] duur verkocht.
this car has Jan her instead of
to give
her
costly sold

c.

* Deze auto heeft Jan haar [in plaats van hem [PG2 ] te geven] [LG1 ] [LG2 ] duur verkocht.
this car has Jan her instead of
to give it
costly sold

ATB extraction without coordination
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concluding that the relevant type of extraction is non-coordinate ATB extraction. Note,
however, that the reason for not reaching this conclusion seems to be a wish to preserve the
hypothesis that ATB extraction takes place only out of coordinate structures. This is especially clear in Huybregts & van Riemsdijk’s paper, as they stipulate that zonder ‘without’
(and other adverbial complementizers) can exceptionally function as coordinators rather
than subordinators (see the quote at the top of page 2; they refer to this process as “insubordination”). Clearly, we can remove this stipulation by not restricting ATB extractions to
coordinate structures.
The situation is perhaps less clear in Kathol’s case, who follows Postal (1994, 113) in
taking the German data to instantiate non-coordinate Left Node Raising, the leftward counterpart of non-coordinate Right Node Raising (what Postal refers to as “pseudo-parasitic
gaps”). A LNR analysis, however, is problematic, because the adverbial clause gap is
clearly not leftmost (it is to the right of the adverbial complementizer, for one): compare
Kathol’s examples to canonical cases of LNR in Japanese, where the gap is truly leftmost
(Yatabe 2012, Bachrach & Katzir to appear, and references).
(21) [omoi-das-u ka] [[LNR ] -das-an-ai
ka] ga mondai da.
think-get-PRS Q
-get-NEG - PRES Q NOM problem be.PRES
“Whether you recall it or not (recall it), it is the problem”
This problem can be circumvented by treating the relevant German examples as noncoordinate ATB extractions, given that ATB gaps need not appear at the edges of the relevant superconstituents.
4.

Case #3: “parasitic gaps” with sloppy readings

Munn (1999) notes that ATB extractions allow “sloppy” readings, where each gap maps
to a different individual despite being bound by the same wh- phrase (22a). Parasitic gaps
don’t allow this kind of reading, as far as I’ve been able to determine (22b).
(22)

a. Which city did Jack travel to [AT B ] and Sally decide to live in [AT B ]?
[possible answer: “Jack travelled to Berlin and Sally decided to live in Paris”]
b. Which city did Jack travel to [LG ] after Sally decided to live in [PG ]?
[impossible answer: “Jack travelled to Berlin after Sally decided to live in Paris”]

Assume that this is a true asymmetry between ATB extractions and parasitic gaps.5 Example (23) is given in Munn (1992, fn. 3), who treats it as an exception to the generalization
that parasitic gaps disallow sloppy readings, and points out that existing theories of parasitic gaps offer no insight as to why it is an exception.6 Comparable examples are not hard
5 For the

purposes of this paper, we need not worry about why this asymmetry exists. Munn (1999) claims
that the sloppy reading of (22a) reflects the fact that wh- traces have a functional argument, which can take
a different binder in each conjunct. If we want to analyze parasitic gaps in terms of null operator movement
inside the adverbial clause (Kayne 1983, Nissenbaum 2000), we would have to say that the traces of null
operators lack this functional argument. I do not know to what extent this is correct.
6 As far as I’ve been able to determine, this particular example originates in Chomsky (1981, 203), who
marks it as ungrammatical, claiming that its status follows from the assumptions of the LGB framework
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to come by: (24) was overheard in August 2014, with several American English speakers
independently confirming its acceptability; (25) came up during a Google search for exact
“hverbi to from” strings.
(23) Who did you send pictures of [ ] to [ ]?
[possible answer: “I sent pictures of Jack to Sally”]
(24) A: We did our swimming workout in the lake.
B: Oh really? Where exactly did you swim from [ ] to [ ]?
[possible answer: “We swam from the Southern to the Northern shore and back”]

(25)

If (23)–(25) were parasitic gaps, the availability of a sloppy reading would be surprising.
In contrast, if we treat these examples as instances of non-coordinate ATB extractions, we
can group them together with (22a).
5.

Conclusion and some speculative remarks

The take-home message of this paper is that there is a non-trivial amount of support for the
idea that non-coordinate ATB extractions exist, and that they are different and distinguishable from parasitic gaps. As such, the inability of contemporary models to restrict ATB
extraction to coordinate structures (as implicit in Citko’s 2003, 2005 analysis) turns out to
be an asset, rather than a shortcoming.
By and large, the greatest challenge for this proposal comes from the fact that we fail
to observe ATB extraction effects in certain non-coordinate environments where we would
expect to. Footnote 3 already documents one such case in German and Dutch. We can also
point to Postal’s (1993, 1994) observation that gaps left by RNR and ATB extraction are
licit in certain positions (e.g., antipronominal contexts, such as the color position in paint
hobjecti hcolori small clauses) where parasitic gaps are not. I refer the reader to the relevant
pages of Postal’s papers for several more environments where parasitic gaps are similarly
restricted.

(though see Postal 2012 for discussion). Later on, Culicover (2001, 33), Citko (2008, 420), and Chaves
(2012, 472) reverse this judgment, but only Munn (1992) observes the availability of the sloppy reading.

ATB extraction without coordination
(26)
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Blake painted his house {green / ∗ it}.
What color did Blake paint his house [ ]?
Sally painted her stable [RNR ] and Mike painted his barn green.
What color did Sally paint her stable [AT B ] and Mike paint his barn [AT B ]?
* What color did they criticize [LG ] after painting their house [PG ]?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The analysis I have defended in this paper, as it stands, fails to predict the unacceptability of (26e). The acceptability of (26c) and (26d) indicates that there is no general ban
on “color” positions being multidominated. Additionally, one cannot appeal to a putative
ban on multidomination across island boundaries, as that would incorrectly rule out (6),
(11a), and (11b). Rather in order to account for the status of (26e), we need to say that multidomination of “color” positions is not possible in the particular environment illustrated
here.
This last statement contains a mixture of truism and stipulation. On the one hand, the
truism is the intuition that there have to be restrictions on the distribution of multidominated
nodes. To illustrate, consider the trees in (27) and (29), with irrelevant projections omitted:
analyses that treat movement as a type of multidomination (i.a., Starke 2001, Gärtner 2001,
Johnson 2012, Bachrach & Katzir to appear, and references, plus Carnie 2010, ch. 10 for a
summary) would yield the orders (28a) and (30a), respectively. Examples (28b) and (28b)
are controls to show that, in principle, it is possible to have both relevant positions occupied
by the same reflexive. The conclusion, then, is that the trees in (27) and (29) instantiate an
illicit type of multidomination. More precisely (but still keeping details vague), one would
have to make multidomination, qua an implementation of movement, sensitive to some
appropriate formulation of a Barriers-style Theta Criterion.
(27)

TP
I
told

VP
V’
DP
a
story
about

(28)

a.
b.

* I told myself a story about [ ].
I told myself a story about myself.

myself
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(29)

TP
I
persuaded

VP
TP
PRO

to tell

DP
a
story
about

(30)

a.
b.

myself

* I persuaded myself to tell a story about [ ].
I persuaded myself to tell a story about myself.

On the other hand, the stipulation is the fact that, currently, I do not know how to block
multidomination in (26e) and other similar environments discussed by Postal (1993, 1994).
Defining a theory of multidomination that derives these effects is something that I need to
defer to a different paper.
Luis Vicente
vicente@uni-potsdam.de
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